In this paper, we propose a Multi-Manifold Discriminant Analysis (MMDA) method for an image feature extraction and pattern recognition based on graph embedded learning and under the Fisher discriminant analysis framework. In an MMDA, the within-class graph and between-class graph are, respectively, designed to characterize the within-class compactness and the between-class separability, seeking for the discriminant matrix to simultaneously maximize the between-class scatter and minimize the within-class scatter. In addition, in an MMDA, the within-class graph can represent the sub-manifold information, while the between-class graph can represent the multi-manifold information. The proposed MMDA is extensively examined by using the FERET, AR and ORL face databases, and the PolyU finger-knuckle-print databases. The experimental results demonstrate that an MMDA is effective in feature extraction, leading to promising image recognition performance.
Introduction
Dimensionality reduction is to construct a meaningful lowdimensional representation of high-dimensional data. Since there are large volumes of high-dimensional data in numerous realworld applications, dimensionality reduction is a fundamental problem in many scientific fields, such as visualization, computer vision and pattern recognition. With respect to pattern recognition, dimensionality reduction is an effective approach to reveal the distinctive features from the original data for pattern matching [1] .
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is one representative approach to learning discriminant subspaces. Unfortunately, it cannot be applied directly to small sample size (SSS) problems [2] , because the within-class scatter matrix is singular. Many image recognition problems such as face recognition is typical SSS problems, and hence numerous works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have been proposed to adapt LDA for face recognition, such as the Fisherface [3, 4] . In Fisherface, PCA is first used to reduce the dimension of the original features space before applying an LDA. By throwing away the smallest projections in the PCA step, however, some useful discriminatory information may also be lost. More discussions about PCA and LDA can be found in [5] .
Recent studies have shown that the face images possibly reside on a nonlinear sub-manifold [15] [16] [17] . Many manifold learning algorithms have been proposed for discovering the intrinsic low-dimensional embedding of the original data, among which the most well-known ones are isometric feature mapping (ISOMAP) [15] , local linear embedding (LLE) [16] and Laplacian Eigenmap [17] . Experiments have shown that these methods can find perceptually meaningful embedding for artificial and realworld data sets such as facial or digit images. However, how to evaluate the maps remains unclear. He et al. [18] proposed the Locality Preserving Projections (LPP), which is a linear subspace learning method derived from Laplacian Eigenmap. The objective function of an LPP is to minimize the local scatter of the projected data. In contrast to most manifold learning algorithms, an LPP possesses a remarkable advantage that it can generate an explicit map, which is linear and can be easily computed like PCA and LDA. Yang et al. [19] developed an Unsupervised Discriminant Projection (UDP) technique for dimensionality reduction. UDP characterizes the local scatter as well as the nonlocal scatter, seeking for a projection that simultaneously maximizes the nonlocal scatter and minimizing the local scatter. Xu et al. [20] proposed some solutions to overcome an SSS problem when an LPP is applied in face recognition. Inspired by an LPP, Zhao et al. proposed LPCA and LLD for feature extraction and recognition [21, 22] . Hu et al. proposed a 2DLPP method [23] for palmprint recognition, and in [24] Feng et al. proposed a framework for matrix-based feature extraction, based on which a method called 2-dimensional discriminant embedding analysis (2DDEA) was developed.
Neither LPP nor UDP uses the class label information and they are un-supervised methods in nature. In [25, 26] respectively, for feature extraction and recognition. The two methods are very similar in formulation, and both of them combine locality and class label information to represent the intra-class compactness and interclass separability. MFA and LDE take advantage of the partial structural information of classes and neighborhoods of samples; however, it is difficult to decide the number of nearest neighbors of each sample and the number of shortest pairs from different classes in MFA and LDE. In addition, the region covariance matrix lies on the connected Riemannian manifold, instead of the subspace. Li et al. proposed a namely constrained maximum variance mapping (CMVM) method [27] , which uses the local scatter and between-class scatter to characterize the sub-and multimanifold informations, respectively. The projection matrix is calculated under Fisher framework. However, CMVM ignores the class label information when characterizing the sub-manifold using local scatter, and ignores the influences of different class distances when charactering the multi-manifold using the between-class scatter. Wang et al. proposed a called locality-preserved maximum information projection (LPMIP) method [28] , which uses local scatter and nonlocal scatter to characterize the sub-and multi-manifold informations, respectively. An LPMIP can be seen as a scatter difference version of UDP, and it is an unsupervised method.
The basic assumption of manifold learning is that the highdimensional data can be considered as a set of geometrically related points lying on a smooth low-dimensional manifold. Each object space is usually a sub-manifold. Different object spaces form a multi-manifold. Actually, the multi-manifold information is partly considered in LPP and UDP. In this paper, we develop a novel method, namely multi-manifold discriminant analysis (MMDA), to extend the LDA formulation and make new contribution to manifold learning. Yang et al. [19] and Wang et al. [28] used the non-local scatter, to represent the multimanifold information. In [27] , Li et al. used the between-class scatter matrix to represent the multi-manifold information. These methods achieved interesting results of multi-manifold learning. Inspired by these works, we propose to use the between-class graph to represent the multi-manifold information and use the within-class graph to represent the sub-manifold information. So in an MMDA, we construct two graphs to characterize the withinclass compactness and the between-class separability, and define the criterion function to calculate the projection matrix. The within-class compactness and the between-class separability can also be characterized by the within-class Laplacian matrix and the between-class Laplacian matrix, which are associated with the within-class matrix, between-class matrix under Fisher discriminant analysis framework. We seek for the projection matrix by simultaneously maximizing the between-class Laplacian scatter matrix and minimizing the within-class Laplacian matrix.
It is worthwhile to highlight several aspects of the proposed method here. First, an MMDA does not overemphasize the effect of large class distance, which degenerates the effect of an LDA; second, an MMDA explicitly considers the sub-and multi-manifold information, which is directly related to classification and recognition; third, an MMDA is a linear supervised method and the available class labels are used in it; fourth, MMDA is based on graph embedded learning and belongs to Fisher discriminant analysis framework.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review briefly the LDA and LPP. In Section 3, we propose the idea and describe the new method in detail. In Section 4, experiments on face and finger-knuckle-print image databases are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new method. Conclusions are made in Section 5.
Related Work

LDA
An LDA seeks for a projection matrix such that Fisher criterion (i.e. the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter) is maximized after the projection. Suppose there are C known pattern classes, o 1 , o 2 , . . .,o C . The between-class scatter matrix S b , within-class scatter matrix S w and the total scatter matrix S t can be denoted as
where N is the total number of training samples, and N i is the number of training samples in class i. The jth training sample in class i is denoted by x j i
, the mean vector of training samples in class i is denoted by m i and the mean vector of all training samples is m o .
If S w is nonsingular, the optimal projection W opt is chosen as the matrix which maximize the ratio of the determinant of the between-class scatter matrix of the projected samples to the determinant of the within-class scatter matrix of the projected samples, i.e.
where w i 9i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., m È É is the set of generalized eigenvectors of (S w ) À 1 S b corresponding to the m largest generalized eigenvalues.
LPP
Locality preserving projections (LPP) [18] is a well-known method for image feature extraction and dimension reduction. The objective of an LPP is to preserve the local structure of the image space by explicitly considering the manifold structure. The following objective function is used:
where y i ¼W T x i is the low-dimensional representation of original data vector x i and the matrix S is a similarity matrix, which can include Gaussian weights or uniform weights of Euclidean distances using k-or e-neighborhood, and S L ¼XLX
., x N , and D is a diagonal matrix, whose entries are column (or row) sums of S,
The optimal projection matrix W is given by the minimum eigenvalue solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem
S D is often singular in the case of an SSS. He et al. [18] proposed to implement an LPP in the PCA subspace, which is similar to Fisherface framework.
The Proposed MMDA
Motivation
Before going into the details of our proposed method, let's make more analysis about LDA and LPP. In an LDA, the betweenclass scatter matrix S b and within-class scatter matrix S w can be rewritten as
If the distance between m i and m j is large, S b will be more determinate by classes i and j, so an LDA will put more emphasis on classes i and j and the neighboring classes may merge together in the LDA subspace. If the distance between m i and m j is small (even m i ¼ m j ), S b will have no discriminative information or it is difficult to discriminate class i from class j according to S b . In each class, each sample has different contribution to S w , or each class has its individual manifold structure, which is also ignored in an LDA.
As for an LPP, the matrix D provides a natural measure on the data points. The bigger the value D ii (corresponding to x i ) is, the more important x i is. An LPP characterizes its global quantity according to the distance between each point and the origin according to
A reasonable method is to characterize the global quantity according to the distance between each point and the mean weight of all the samples, as pointed out in [26] . There arẽ
We see that an LPP does not explicitly consider relations between different clusters, and the LPP is an unsupervised linear method and the class label information is ignored. Although CMVM and LPMIP are multi-manifold-based methods, the influence between-class means is ignored in CMVM, and the class label information is ignored in an LPMIM.
To overcome the shortcomings of LDA and LPP as discussed above, next we propose a novel method for feature extraction and recognition, namely multi-manifold discriminant analysis (MMDA), which is a graph driven manifold learning method under Fisher framework.
Fundamentals
Denote the sample data set as X ¼ ½x 1 , x 2 , . . ., x N , x i A R m with the class label l i A f1, 2, . . ., cg. For the convenience of discussion, we assume that there is the same number of samples in each class. By using the linear projection P, the low-dimensional representation of the sample can be obtained by y¼ P T x. Thus in the low-dimensional space the sample set is
The motivation of an MMDA is to keep the class labeling after graph embedding or subspace learning. In other words, in the low-dimensional MMDA subspace, we expect that the points are still close if they are from the same class, and points from different classes are as far from each other as possible. To this end, we define two types of graphs in an MMDA: within-class graph G w and between-class graph G b , with N nodes and c nodes, respectively.
For the within-class graph G w , we only consider points with the same class label. An edge is constructed between nodes x i and x j from the same class. The similarity between nodes x i and x j is defined as follows:
The above similarity function is widely used in manifold learning. Obviously, for any x i , x j and parameter t, 0rC ij r1 always holds. In addition, the weight function is a strictly monotonically decreasing function with respect to the distance between points x i and x j .
The within-class graph-preserving criterion is defined as arg min
where L w ¼ D w ÀC is Laplacian matrix, D w is a diagonal matrix with D wii being the column (or row) sum of C, i.e. D wii ¼ P j C ij . The affinity weight matrix C and diagonal matrix D w can be written as:
where C 1 , . . ., C c represent the affinity weight in each class, and D w1 , . . ., D wc represent a point's importance in its class. According to the matrix D wk , we can get the weighted center of class k:
Then, we can get all the class weighted centers M ¼ ½m 1 ,m 2 , . . .,m c , which can be more respective than the original mean of the each class.
Each class has its own manifold structure and different classes could reside on different manifolds. For recognition, it would be necessary to distinguish between classes from different manifolds. To achieve an optimal recognition, the recovered embeddings corresponding to different manifolds should be separated as much as possible in the final embedding space.
For the between-class graph G b , based on the weighted centers of each class, we only consider the point pairs of an M. An edge is constructed between nodesm i andm j with weight
2 =tÞ ð 17Þ
The purpose of the weight in Eq. (17) is to directly enhance contributions of classes that have smaller distances.
The between-class graph-penalizing criterion is defined as arg max
where L b ¼D b ÀB is Laplacian matrix and D b is a diagonal matrix with D bii ¼ P j B ij being the column (or row) sum of B. B ij is the weighted coefficient between nodesm i andm j and it adjusts the influence of the distance between nodesm i andm j .
According to graph embedding, an MMDA should satisfy the following two optimization criteria:
We can further re-write the criteria as follows:
According to the framework of Fisher discriminant analysis, with the MMDA the within-class Laplacian scatter can be formulated as:
where a w p P ij C ij ðx i Àx j Þðx i Àx j Þ T pXL w X T is the within-class Laplacian matrix, L w ¼D w À C is Laplacian matrix, D w is a diagonal matrix with D wii ¼ P j C ij being the column (or row) sum of C. For non-Gaussian or manifold data, we can process them by using local patches, because non-Gaussian data can be approximately viewed as locally Gaussian and a curved manifold can be viewed as locally Euclidean [29, 30] .
The between-class Laplacian scatter can be defined
where a b p
It is obvious that a w and a b are nonnegative symmetrical matrices. To maximize the between-class Laplacian scatter and minimize the within-class Laplacian scatter in an MMDA subspace, the objective function can be defined as:
It can be concluded that our proposed method is a graph embedded learning method and it is under the Fisher discriminant analysis framework. Therefore, we call the proposed method multi-manifold discriminant analysis (MMDA).
The projection matrix P consists of the generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of a b P¼ la w P. However, often the within-class Laplacian matrix a w is singular, because the training sample size is smaller than the dimension of the image vector space. To address this issue, we first use PCA to reduce the dimension of the original image vectors so that a w is nonsingular in the PCA subspace.
The algorithm
The proposed MMDA based feature extraction algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Use PCA to transform the original image into a lower dimensional subspace. Denoted by W PCA , the transformation matrix of PCA.
Step 2. In the PCA subspace, construct the similarity matrix C, within-class Laplacian scatter matrix a w and the weighted class center M using Eqs. (13-16).
Step 3. Construct the between-class Laplacian scatter matrix a b using Eqs. (17) and (22), and then calculate the eigenvectors
À 1 a b corresponding to the first d largest nonzero eigenvalues.
Step 4. The final projection matrix is W ¼ P T W T PCA .
Connections with LDA, LPP, CMVM, LPMIP, 2DDEA
It is worthwhile to point out that the within-class Laplacian matrix a w pXL w X T is the same as the within-class scatter matrix of an LDA, if the parameter t in Eq. (13) is set as t¼ +N. When t ¼ + N, the similarity between nodes x i and x j becomes:
Then, the within-class Laplacian matrix is equivalent to the within-class scatter matrix S w in LDA
The class centers are the means of each class and M ¼ ½m 1 , m 2 , . . ., m c . The between-class Laplacian matrix is equivalent to the between-class scatter matrix S b in LDA when the parameter t in Eq. (17) is set as t¼ +N:
From the above analysis, we can see that the LDA is a special case of an MMDA. Sub-manifold information in each class is considered in an MMDA by the within-class Laplacian matrix, which is ignored in an LDA. In an MMDA, the influence of the distances between-class means is considered in an MMDA by the between-class Laplacian matrix, which is ignored in an LDA.
LPP and LPMIP are unsupervised subspace learning methods. The objective of an LPP is to minimize the local scatter of the projected data. In some case, this criterion cannot guarantee to yield a good projection matrix for classification purpose. The objective of an LPMIP is to minimize the local scatter of the projected data and maximize nonlocal scatter of the projected data. The class label information is ignored in LPP and LPMIP, which is important for recognition and classification. In an MMDA, the within-class Laplacian matrix represents the local scatter of the projected data or the sub-manifold information; the between-class Laplacian matrix represents the between-class scatter or the multi-manifold information. By simultaneously maximizing the between-class scatter and minimizing the within-class scatter, an MMDA seeks for the optimal projection matrix for classification and recognition.
The objective functions of LPP, CMVM and LPMIP are, respectively, equivalent to
arg maxJ LPMPIP ðWÞ ¼ aW
In LPP, CMVM and LPMIP, when the data set has an ideal clustering, i.e. each local neighborhood contains exactly the same number of training samples belonging to the same class, the local scatters of LPP, CMVM and LPMIP are equivalent to the within-class Laplacian scatter of an MMDA. In an LPP, the purpose of constraint W T S D W¼1 is to remove the scaling in the embedding and the purpose of the matrix D is to provide a natural measure of the vertices of the adjacency graph, and maximizing W T S D W does not make sense with respect to discrimination. CMVM uses the between-class scatter matrix S b to characterize the multi-manifold information which is used in the LDA, and has the same shortcomings as the LDA. In an LPMIP, the nonlocal scatter is used to characterize the multi-manifold information and the class label information is ignored. In contrast, the between-class Laplacian matrix in an MMDA has a more transparent link to classification and recognition. Its physical meaning is very clear: if samples belong to different classes, they become as far from each other as possible.
The 2DDEA is a general theoretical framework for matrixbased feature extraction algorithms from the point of view of graph embedding. An MMDA is also based on graph embedding learning and under Fisher discriminant analysis framework. Submanifold information of each class is all considered in our proposed method and the methods in 2DDEA. Multi-manifold information of different classes is not explicitly considered in the methods in 2DDEA, but explicitly considered in our method. Since our method is based on vectors, the image structural information is ignored.
Experiments
Three face image databases, namely, the AR database, the ORL database, the FERET database and the PolyU finger-knuckle-print (FKP) database are used to evaluate the proposed MMDA approach in comparison with the following algorithms: PCA (Eigenface) [4] , LDA (Fisherface) [4] , LPP (t ¼ + N) [18] , LPCA [21] , LLD [22] , CMVM [27] and LPMIP [28] , ICA [31] The parameter in Eq. (13) is important for the recognition rate and it depends on the data set. Currently there is not a good rule to choose the parameter t in Eqs. (13) and (17) . In the experiments, we set the parameter t ¼r Â N (where N is the image size) and then choose r (r is usually set as 0.03). The experiments were implemented on a Laptop with P8600 CPU and 2 GB RAM under the MATLAB (Version 7.01) programming environment.
Experiments on the FERET Database
The FERET face image database is a result of the FERET program, which was sponsored by the US Department of Defense through the DARPA Program [32, 33] . It has become a standard database for testing and evaluating state-of-the-art face recognition algorithms.
The proposed algorithm was tested on a subset of the FERET database. This subset includes 1400 images of 200 individuals (each individual has seven images). This subset has variations of facial expression, illumination and pose. In our experiment, the facial portion of each original image was automatically cropped based on the location of eyes and the cropped images were resized to 40 Â 40 pixels. Some example images of one person are shown in Fig. 1 .
In the experiment, we used the first l (l ¼3, 4, 5, 6) images per class for training and the remaining images for testing. In PCA and the PCA stage of LDA, LPP, LLD, CMVM, LPMIP and MMDA, we preserved nearly 95% image energy to select the number of principal components. In an LPP, the number of the nearest neighbors was set as l À 1, and the final dimension is set the same as that in PCA. Finally a nearest neighbor classifier with cosine distance is employed. The final recognition rates are given in Table 1 , from which we can find that the proposed method has the highest recognition rate.
In the second experiment, six images per person were randomly chosen for training, and the other one for testing. Thus, the training set has 1200 images and the test set has 200 images. We run the system 10 times. All possible dimensions of the lowdimensional representation were evaluated, and the best average recognition rates and the corresponding standard deviations (std) across 10 runs are reported in Table 2 . Curve of recognition rate versus the 10 different training sets is shown in Fig. 2 . We can find that an MMDA has good performance. The average training time and testing time are shown in Table 3 .
Experiments on the ORL database
The ORL (http://www.cam-orl.co.uk) database contains 40 persons, each having 10 different images. The images of the same person are taken at different times, under slightly varying lighting conditions and with various facial expressions. Some people are captured with or without glasses. The heads in images are slightly titled or rotated. The images in the database are manually cropped and rescaled to 112 Â 92. Fig. 3 shows ten images of one person in an ORL.
In the experiment, we used the first l (l ¼3, 4, 5, 6) images per class for training and the remaining images for testing. In PCA and the PCA stage of LDA, LPP, LLD, CMVM, LPMIP and MMDA, we kept nearly 95% image energy to select the number of principal components. In an LPP, the number of the nearest neighbors was set as l À1, and the final dimension is the same as that in PCA. Finally a nearest neighbor classifier with the cosine distance is employed for classification. The final recognition rates are given in Table 4 . Again, the proposed method achieves the highest recognition rate.
To further evaluate the performance of PCA, LDA, LPP, LPCA, LLD, CMVM, LPMIP and the proposed MMDA, in each test, l (l¼3, 4, 5, 6) images per class were randomly chosen for training, while the remaining eight images were used for testing. We run the system 10 times. All possible dimensions of the final low-dimensional representation were evaluated, and the best average results are reported in Table 5 . We can find that the proposed method works consistently well. The average training time and testing time are shown in Table 6 .
Experiments on the AR database
The AR face [34, 35] contains over 4000 color face images of 126 people (70 men and 56 women), including frontal views of faces with different facial expressions, lighting conditions and occlusions. The pictures of 120 individuals (65 men and 55 women) were taken in two sessions (separated by two weeks) Table 5 Average recognition results on the ORL database. In the experiment, the first 10 images per class were used for training and the remaining images for testing. In the PCA phase, we selected the first 356 principal components. In the second stage of LDA, LLD, CMVM, LPMIP and MMDA, the dimension was reduced to c À 1¼119, where c is the class number. The final recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are given in Table 7 .
Experiments on the PolyU FKP database
In the last experiments, we used the PolyU finger-knuckleprint (FKP) database [36] [37] [38] to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The PolyU FKP database was collected from 165 volunteers, including 125 males and 40 females. Among them, 143 subjects are 20-30 years old and the others are 31-50 years old. The images were collected in two separated sessions. In each session, the subject was asked to provide 6 images for each of the left index finger, the left middle finger, the right index finger and the right middle finger. In total, the database contains 7920 images from 660 different fingers. The size of an ROI (region of interest) is 110 Â 200. Fig. 5 shows twelve sample images of one left index finger. In the experiments, we choose a subset of the PolyU FKP database, the images of the left index finger, to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. In the experiments, we resize the image size to 55 Â 110. Please note that in this paper the FKP database is used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed MMDA method an LDA-based methods and manifold learning methods. Our goal is not to compare an FKP recognition accuracy of an MMDA with our previous methods proposed in [36] [37] , because they use totally different categories of techniques.
According to the protocol of this database, the images captured in the first session were used for training and the images captured in the second session for testing. Thus, for each class, there are six training samples and six testing samples. PCA, LDA, LPP, LPCA, LLD, CMVM and LPMIP and the proposed MMDA are used for FKP feature extraction. In the PCA phase of LDA, LPP, LLD and MMDA, the number of principal components was set as 200. In an LPP, the number of the nearest neighbors is set as 5. After feature extraction, a nearest neighbor classifier with cosine distance is employed for classification. The maximal recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are listed in Table 8 . As on the face databases, we see that the MMDA achieves the highest recognition rate. Fig. 6 shows the recognition rate curve versus the variation of dimensions and the proposed method consistently outperforms over the other methods.
Discussion
From the above results, we can conclude that an MMDA has good performance and surpasses the other competing methods. Each class lies on a manifold space and different classes may reside on different manifold spaces. An MMDA simultaneously characterizes the sub-and multi-manifold information, which is important for classification. Both CMVM and LPMIP are multimanifold methods. However, CMVM only uses the between-class scatter to characterize the multi-manifold information and it ignores the distribution information between sub-manifolds. An LPMIP uses nonlocal scatter to characterize the multi-manifold information, but it ignores the class label information. Different training samples have different contributions to the mean of each class, which is explicitly considered in the proposed MMDA to characterize the sub-manifold information and multi-manifold information. Compared with LPP, CMVM and LPMIP, an MMDA uses the class label information and does not need to choose the number of nearest neighbors. In LPP, CMVM and LPMIP, it is difficult to choose the suitable number of nearest neighbors in real applications, and class label information is not used. Compared to an LDA, an MMDA considers the contribution of each training sample to the class center, which is important to characterize the within-class scatter. In addition, an MMDA considers the influence of distances between-class centers, which is not considered in LDA and CMVM. Experimental results on three benchmark face databases and PolyU FKP database verify the effectiveness of an MMDA, indicating that MMDA can obtain a robust subspace that approximates the intrinsic geometric structure of the image manifold.
Conclusions
Recently, many manifold learning based image feature extraction methods have been proposed. To model multi-manifolds for classification, it is important to uncover embeddings corresponding to different manifolds and, at the same time, to make different embedding separated as much as possible in the final embedding space. To this end, we proposed the multi-manifold discriminant analysis (MMDA) for feature extraction and recognition. An MMDA is based on graph embedded learning and is under the Fisher discriminant analysis framework. In an MMDA, two graphs are constructed to characterize the within-class compactness and the between-class separability, which are corresponding to the within-class scatter and between-class scatter matrices in Fisher LDA. The within-class graph characterizes the sub-manifold information of each class and the between-class graph characterizes the multi-manifold information of different classes. The experimental results on benchmark face databases (FERET, AR, ORL) and the PolyU FKP database showed that MMDA outperforms many representative and state-of-the-art subspace learning methods. 
